Pamela, only God/G-d knows for certain what created your most audible “deafening silence”; and please don’t use the excuse of your busy schedule before “running out of town”, because the first thing you would know is that I didn’t get off a boat just yesterday in Haifa Harbor, Israel;
most likely you decided to do a Google search on me, that in no time would have
taken you to just3ants.com just as I suggested in my last communiqué at 11:16
this morning.

Not to mention that before deciding to break my 24-year deafening silence on
November 11th, 2004 with the virulently anti-Semitic and war mongering De Beers-
Anglo American Cartel,

http://www.just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml

I had not only most carefully “lined up my ducks” but in my very last conversation
with my highly shrewd, most secretive English Jewish mother, Zena Badash-Ash, I
got Zena to reveal her innermost fears after I described very briefly what was
missing from Edward Jay Epstein’s so very revealing non-fiction novel, The
Diamond Invention which this Hollywood blockbuster journalist first began writing
in 1978, the year I arrived in the United States to take over from my mother’s very
close “confidante” my “lucky” uncle David Gevisser, as the American head of the De
Beers-Anglo American Cartel; again Zena ending our phone conversation in late
summer 2004 knowing that there was a high probability that both our phone lines
were tapped;

“Are you not concerned for your life!!”

It is hard to forget Zena, from the House of Badash whose father Alef-Albert-Al
Badash-Ash only changed his name to Al Ash in September 1941 when still age 40
and his only child Zena age 11, was raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal
grandmother Nechie Badash, an early resident of Tel-Aviv, Israel who only returned
to England in 1929 when “born to perform” Zena was born on May 30th, 1929, the
year of the stock market crash and the Anglo South African Oppenheimer family
took control of De Beers, the mafia of mafia.
It is equally memorable that Nechie Badash was born and raised in the tiny village-shtel of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as was her close confidante, Ben Gurion.

To mention little that one would not need to be either a psychologist or an English major post graduate from a prestigious university like the London School of Economics where surely they have a course in English writing, to know that when ending a sentence with, not one, but two exclamation points—marks, rather than a question mark, one is making a very important point which also includes me strongly suggesting that you now email rather than speak in person with all those on the board of SAJAC to consider both how you respond as well as what each of your “deafening silences” mean with each moment that passes by and you expose that much more your culpability.

To mention in passing that when first hearing from a very high ranking Israeli Commanding Officers, actually as high as it gets, that “Israeli soldiers forgive their enemies” not only did it give me cause to pause for a very long time,,, before then “asking” in response, “So long as Israel has the high moral ground!!” which you know becomes totally impossible when increasingly more of its supporters have no “value system” worth talking about beginning with how so very quiet are non-religious Jewish people about the fact that a very significant number of Hasidic-ultraorthodox Jewish-Black Hatters not only don’t support the State of Israel, refuse to participate in Israel’s military, but they demand Israeli government subsidies for their studies, all the while these Black Hatters are both the first line and last line of Defense-Offense of De Beers, the most anti-Semitic organization the world has ever known.

Moreover, once you are armed with such knowledge and go quiet; i.e. refuse to engage me in debate let alone throw your “weight” in support of me exposing all those who “butter your bread” so you contribute significantly in me increasing the circle of those dependent upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day that most of all goes a long way in guaranteeing the security of the State of Israel, as Israel right now, this very instant has the opportunity to once again gain the high moral ground and its Special Forces in particular can begin again to “forgive their enemies” beginning with each and every Jewish hypocrite without regard to their education or wealth.

A liar is a liar is a liar, is a thief, is a thief, is a crook, is a crook, is a crook who can only be trusted to one day stab you in the back should you allow them in your presence.

Hit delete.

Your decision to continue staying tuned will only mean that this educational light journey that I am taking you on is going to get increasingly tougher as you begin to realize now and forever that it is people such as yourself and all those you associate with who are principally responsible for it becoming increasingly difficult for the best of the best Israeli Special Forces commandos who get very carefully weeded out before being chosen to join the Mossad’s Kidon assassination unit to first and
foremost tell themselves, “We forgive our enemies” when those such as yourself, making such a big hoopla about how so very supportive you are of the State of Israel so long as it doesn’t affect your pocket book, don’t come close to having the “high moral ground”.

Moreover, it is so sad that someone like Shaun Tomson who in my eyes has always stood tall, refusing to make a buck from beer commercials when he was a whole lot “cooler” amongst the young surfers who today barely know who he is, now has to stoop so very low in order to make a buck.

You are what you eat and who you associate with.

First thing you will notice without having to consult with SAJAC’s board of directors and your outside legal counsel as well as of course all those pulling the strings of you “puppets” is the rest of the folks on the carbon copied section while knowing that in the blind copied section there is not only a statistically valid sampling of the world’s literate population but well over 100,000 email addresses of individuals/groups who on average can be counted on to forward this communiqué to 10 other individuals/groups within 24 hours.

BTW, Israeli Army trained Shunit is standing by to do her “thing”; while letting me know,

    I Love Your Mother Pic. A Lady Like me :)

Not to mention it is surprising I am still alive to a good number of my “friends” in both Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad whose respect for me has only grown over the years following my decision while still a teenager, and yet to finish high school in Durban, South Africa, to not “sign up” with the Mossad but to “go it alone” for a number of reasons that I won’t bore you with the details, at least not right now; although, I might as well say that weighing heavily in my decision was the concern I had with folks like De Beers and Co. being able to use their unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried Diamond Currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil after being used to buy off all the world’s legislators worth talking about, could then use the “balance” to even infiltrate intelligence institutes like the Mossad who also know how very screwed up is the entire world’s monetary system; so systemic is the rot that has the timing of that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that will and forever play on your conscience; whatever is left of it having spent not only so much time in “denial” but so very poorly choosing your “bad company”; the total void of a “value system” amongst all the world’s political and spiritual leadership, which I know for a fact, if they weren’t already known to Ben Gurion at the time I first met with this great leader, some 57 odd days following De Beers sponsored PLO beginning to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics, were shared with Ben Gurion, who like me knew there was no point in speaking out, at least not until such time as how about right now?
To mention little of yet again I “erred” in sending out earlier today to President George W. Bush a draft of my forthcoming heavily broadcasted email to him which you can read by scrolling down; but first you may choose wisely to read my last heavily broadcasted communiqué sent out yesterday by clicking HERE.

And of course feel free to provide me with your suggested edits to make everything including the layout of just3ants.com that much more understandable and appealing to both those who care as well as don’t care for you.

Second, you would also by now know that I have been mostly living in the United States for more than 30 years which is significantly longer than most Jewish ex-South Africans who are members of the various SAJAC chapters although I know of none other than yours here in San Diego made up of the so very “talkative” even when “out and about” shopping “until they drop”, and not in your nice cozy home environments where on occasion you allow outsiders to come in and who think you are such generous “party animals” whilst talking mostly “money” when not talking badly about one another.

Not to mention the last South African Jewish get-together I attended was a Carmel College Reunion at very excellent orthopedic surgeon Dr. Norman Kane MD’s house on the border of Rancho Sante Fe and Del Mar, some 15 odd years ago when David Levy, a South African Chartered Accountant and President of a local orthodox Jewish synagogue was explaining to his not all that young son how David’s one financial benefactor, your most honorable FOOLS NAME, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES member Roy Essakow once got caught, when in his early to mid-teens, by the South African Apartheid Regime’s Police Force, stealing a bottle of orange juice; it possible that such an event took place the day after I took a photo of this late night pillow fight in my family’s residence at 50 Bowes Lyon Avenue, Glenwood, Durban, South Africa.
You can see the back of Roy’s head close to the door leading outside of my mother’s Charm School studio that was a converted garage. Notice the leg with a white sneaker; perhaps, Roy might remember who that was? Be sure to let me know.

Not to mention that by now you may have come across this “back and forth” I had with a Mr. Conrad Wolf who first read about me talking about David Levy, a former “Head boy” of Carmel College, Durban “talking badly” as do most of you pissed off with the world having to smooze, smooze, smooze in order to get your “bread buttered”, and Mr. Wolf, the idiot decided to “mix in” without of course running it by Roy, thinking of course, that Roy would “appreciate” Conrad being so very concerned about Roy’s “good name” and in return Conrad getting his Marc Rich “hand out”?

Click HERE before finding the hyperlink taking you to the email entitled, “DOES ROY ESSAKOW DIG YOU “MIDDLING” [SIC] IN HIS DIGGINGS?”; and then click HERE for my follow up with Roy who of course I know a whole lot better than all of you succulents, including of course his immediate family members, and why right now each of you, besides for of course Roy’s immediate family and those knowing they are getting more than their fair share of the graft-spoils of Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich’s diamond tipped drilling bit oil wars, deriving great satisfaction from me having the courage to expose Roy and all his “hanger ons” until I of course remind you all not quite getting your fair share of how so very cheaply you were bought and paid for.

My God, if you are going to be prostitutes why not charge Roy and Co. “through the nose”?

You understand perfectly well why my Royal Charm School Mater-Mother made a point in not having me ever forget that the most honorable profession was prostitution; and of course better yet if you worked for the Mossad.

Yes, but still since we are all creatures of habit you just can’t get enough talking amongst yourselves when Roy’s parents Natie and Norma as well as siblings, Carol, Linda and Jeffrey are not around, which is exactly why Roy decided not only to move from the shtetl of La Jolla, California to Beverly Hills to be away from all of you, beginning with his parents, but to get divorced from his wife Linda.

You think the Mossad might have had something to do with that as well?

Third, you would know again by now that I was not only a rather quiet kid but even after I was mostly retired in my late 20s I was considered by all those who thought they knew me well as “thoughtful” which didn’t mean I didn’t observe very closely both Jewish as well as non-Jewish South Africans, in particular my immediate family’s closest friends, the Salot family of Durban who were Muslim Indian, and of course the most trusted by the deep underground Jewish underground throughout the world including those members of Hezbollah Special Op commandos armed with the truth that the only reason Al Quida hasn’t already attacked a single oil field in
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait as well as “sitting duck” super oil tankers is because Al Quaida just like each one of you who would sell your mother, father, brother and sister and of course give them a kickback when you are filthy rich with worthless monies, knows better than to bite the hand that feeds them.

Fourth, you would know if you knew anything about the very the large public multinational trading conglomerate, The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies, which was founded by my paternal grandfather Israel Issy Gevisser and his brother Maurice, the father of David Gevisser who became the executor of Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard’s estate on March 2nd 1971, some 7 odd years before I emigrated from South Africa armed with a letter of introduction signed by my uncle that had my highly secretive mother’s “fingerprints” all over them since the letter was handed to me by my mother Zena in an unsealed envelope just as I was about to board the plane on March 16th, 1978, arriving in Chicago the next day, St. Patrick’s Day, that Moshal Gevisser employed a great many South African Indians, and not all Muslim, in middle management positions and whose respect for my father and his father I knew was heartfelt beginning from when as a young kid I would visit often with both my father and grandfather when they shared an office together for some 25 odd years; but only really finding how much they trusted the “Gevisser” name which means “certain” in German and Gewissen “conscience”, when my highly shrewd mother felt the time was right for me to place her rather ingenious ad below
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just once in the South African Sunday Times back in 1989; an ad that apparently warranted a visit by two members of the South African Secret Police to my not exactly modest offices on the 20th floor of the modern office tower located at 100
Wilshire Blvd overlooking Santa Monica’s very polluted bay, soon after I returned from my first trip to the mainland of China in the spring of 1989, just prior to the Tiananmen Square massacre, and right before I began an assignment for the South African Krok identical twin brothers Solly and Abe, founders of Twins Pharmaceuticals,

who owned distribution rights for the Israeli made Epilady woman’s shaver; such an assignment starting out with doing a “review” of all the, not exactly poor Kroks’, international holdings

that included valuable properties in Amsterdam, Holland

held in the names of a couple of Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters who arranged this meeting
I and Solly Krok along with a whole bunch of the Kroks’ grossly inept Epilady USA Inc. management team had in late 1989 with top Black Hatter, Rebe Schneerson, who was nothing more than a “figurehead”, since the Black Hatter with all the “gun-money-power” was Martin Rapaport who I first met in 1980 when working for Codiam Inc., De Beers principal “in your face US Justice Department” price fixing operation on U.S. soil; and of course Mr. Rapaport’s “gun-money-power” base he knew as well as Justice Department officials and of course me, could be eliminated in a heartbeat were Mr. Rapaport to just once “cross” De Beers, the mafia of mafia who counted on Mr. Rapport to “flaunt” the extraordinary gun-money-power of this most vicious price fixing cartel of cartels in the face of not only the United States’ Justice Department, but all 3 branches of the U.S. Government including the U.S. Supreme Court.

When you got up this morning I doubt very much you were expecting to take, “world center stage”.

Not to mention this photo below
showing me in early fall 1989 on my first trip to Israel on behalf of the Kroks, standing before 2 buildings donated by the Kroks to Bar-Ilan University where not only did Tzvi Liivni get “sum” [sic] of her schooling before joining the Mossad, but so did Ami Ayalon, the most powerful person in all of Israel.

To mention little of the orthodox Jewish murderer of the great Yitzchak Rabin also went to Bar Ilan, University.

Keep your friends close and your enemies even closer!

Fifth, you might at this point be thinking that you still have a “way out” given how not only very “busy” you are but how nothing I am saying is a “priority” in your life; that has you now paying more attention to stockpiling a lifetime supply of adult diapers which has you in the next instant thinking how it was possible for President Roosevelt to let De Beers, who have no standing army, get away with thwarting the Allies’ “feigned efforts” to stockpile De Beers’ controlled industrial diamonds on U.S. soil, allowing you a brief moment of comfort before thinking about who else is reading all this besides for those in the carbon copy section, before settling down once again to first and foremost continue to protest that neither you nor your children “define” yourselves in terms of money as do most if not all “rich and successful” Jewish South Africans throughout the world including those who have remained in South Africa who count on people such as yourself, not yet financially independent, not in a position to tell them to “go to hell”, to most of all “say nice things” about these mostly very selfish, greedy bastard individuals who all have names, faces, email addresses as well home addresses, and have so very easily got you “prodders” at the bottom of the barrel so brainwashed into repeating not just quietly to yourselves but when congregating in each of your homes the so very nauseating, so disgustingly repulsive,
“IF THERE WAS NOT A BLACK PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA THERE WOULD BE A JEWISH PROBLEM.”

Not to mention, when during all your nauseating gossipping have you spent so much as 30 seconds in figuring out that the reason the architects of World Oil War II chose “bottom of the barrel” Hitler as their stooge was for the simple and singular reason of letting those Jewish people who had the least amount of common sense know that “Limp Wrist’s” replacement would be a whole lot worse; not to forget most if not all of you, come from the worst of the worst, who survived the Holocaust; enough to make me want to vomit were it not for the fact that I don’t overeat, exercise regularly when not injured, and most of all never forgetting to give thanks to one most ingenious Supernatural Being who provides me most of all the intellect to expose you morons from the bottom up!

To mention little of my French-Canadian wife now mentioning as she relaxes on our king sized bed here at our cliff house, “They must be exploding something” as we hear explosions far out to sea.

Sixth, you might still at this point think you can so very easily go “deafening silent” since you could only argue with yourself that I am being not only more than a little “impudent” but so “unfair” to be “painting with a broad brush” before then realizing that you are not only a board member of SAJAC but the most senior “rubber stamping” Board member who has, however, a “fiduciary responsibility”.

Seventh, I would bet my bottom worthless-fictitious so very blood stained De Beers-US Dollar that either Roy or Jeffrey Essakow, far down the De Beers “totem pole”, has provided a chunk of change in promoting the “interests” of this San Diego Chapter of SAJAC which chooses very carefully not to question exactly how these not in the least bit “BRIGHT” Durban, Jewish South African brothers actually made their wealth; although most if not all Jewish South Africans throughout the world know that Natie and Norma Essakow had no money in South Africa; Natie, a small time chemist; all their wealth, big smiles blah blah has come thanks to Marc Rich who you all know received the most bizarre Presidential Pardon from Clinton at the 11th hour; apart from of course free heart drugs Natie sucks out of cardiologist Dr. Kevin Rapaport MD, no relation to Martin; although Kevin right now might be thinking of contacting Martin Rapaport “holed out” in Israel; this totally disgusting Black Hatter surely getting to the point of believing not only that this never ending Perfect Storm will “blow over” but ready to become a Buddhist thinking there must be something to this religion that has mostly those in heavy denial, John Lennon and the such, finding comfort, rather than God forbid follow the money trail that begins and ends in South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources including uranium.

Not to mention it is the fact that you have all been so very easily bought off not with “chomp change” but you are so enamored with these Essakow clowns who make cardiologist Dr. Paul “Bozo the clown” Tierstein MD in constant competition with my pal Kevin who I last saw at Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esquire wedding
going on a lifetime ago, feel at least for a moment back then, like he wasn’t the biggest bozo in the world.

To mention little of the fact that of course each and every person in both the Mossad as well as Israeli Military Intelligence including Keren over at the Office of the Israeli Department of Defense Attache in Washington, DC, is not simply giggling at this point but more than a handful at the most senior positions including members of the Mossad’s Kidon assassination unit are as close as it gets to wetting their pants.

To mention in passing you might not be aware of it helping greatly to have the “batmen”,

not to be confused with Flotilla 13, Israeli Maritime commandos who go by the same name, and mechanics servicing the Spitfires and Kittyhawk fighter-bomber planes that my dad and Syd Cohen flew when members of Allied Squadron II [Eleven] to keep the canopies of the fighter planes open after landing given how many pilots, not however, my father, when beginning their dive, even before strafing their targets to take out enemy positions, would evacuate their bowls.

Eighth, consider this communiqué the first stage of that “focus group” in assigning culpability as well.
Ninth, when you all congregate this coming Thursday at 7 pm at Jeffrey and Roy’s Flower Hill Mall in Solana Beach for Shaun Tomson’s book signing consider that part and parcel of this ongoing “focus group”.

Tenth, notice from this moment forth, all your interactions even when just nodding your heads to say hello to one another, will contain an increasingly strong sign of your culpability.

Eleventh, you would know if either reading my previous communications or simply my mind that “emotion” is in fact not only “precise logical thought processing” given how the mind is all chemistry that translates back through the science into the math, the most precise of all languages, and therefore the mind is the first indicator of the Supernatural, but I can prove this “emotion” business-personal is all contrived, by having everyone you know including yourself of course, first write down in “black and white” how you all see yourselves beginning with defining your “value system” and in the next instant those conniving, good-for-nothing but lying, stealing and cheating bastards go suddenly deafeningly silent, saying stuff like, “Why should I?” and because most of them haven’t yet managed to sock enough away to afford their own self-sustaining island with their own Air Force One super jumbo jet with swimming pool, tennis court, military and the such and of course a lifetime and more supply of jet fuel for their F-16 fighter jets as well, they inevitably have to still use email to communicate with those they want something from, even if it is only a communication to those they know they have “harmed” if only to assuage their guilt and when they do, anyone smart would know, because I am now telling you so, to just let these miserable selfish future shellfish “superfishal” [sic] bastards just stew and such a “deafening silence” which is simply “payback” for their own initial “deafening silence”, causing these so conniving and increasingly “emotionless” individuals to have the chemistry of the mind go through everlasting short-circuits until next meeting up with our most smart and vengeful Maker; and hence you better understand the expression,

“What goes around comes around with a vengeance”

Lack of knowledge-information-light, power to change to the world stems from humans being lazy and fearful of embracing the truth. The truth is too disrupting for “sum” [sic] people “tTOo” [sic] busy keeping track of their lies – Marie Dion Gevisser

No intelligent woman would dirty their hands by investing in diamonds and the emotional aspect of this trade is wearing thin. Your youth will reflect on it badly! – MDG

If you let people treat you like an ant, you become an ant – Marie Dion Gevisser

The world would be far better off if women were on permanent PMS then they wouldn’t put up with any of the bullshit? - MDG
If I am not for myself who is for me? If I am only for myself who am I? If not now then when? – Hillel.

PS – so much attention do you think my Royal Mater-Mother Zena received when looking like this below

not so much from Ben Gurion but both US and British Government officials when according to Zena’s memoirs,

“From the earliest days of 1949, she visited Israel two and three times a year, writing reports for different publications”?

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/defaul.html
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Again, I've sent a draft to the President.

Remember, these South Africans work hard at making it look like they work so very hard in their businesses funded by the likes of Marc Rich.

Another thing to consider these people who visited with us last night while “old” in their mid-50s are not only both physically in pretty good shape, vegetarians, at least the wife since the very early 1970s when seeing the data on how cows consume so much water resources in particular to create the methane gas but they don’t have any children; and it so happens that Pypeetoe when hit by the train first raced across the tracks to say “goodbye” to their dog Dexter who was his favorite.

Dear Mr. Bush,

Please don’t wait for Tzipi Livni
or any member of the Israeli Knesset including Ehud Barak or more importantly Ami Ayalon
Israel’s Minister Without Portfolio still making this most decorated Israeli Special Forces
commando and former Admiral of the brutal Israel Navy the most powerful person in all of Israel
if not the entire world, at least militarily speaking, to inform you directly or through someone
such as Condoleezza Rice that the only option remaining for the United States not only to save
face but prevent a civil war breaking out here in the US that will make that of the mid-19th
century look like a day in the water park when some 600,000 Americans much closer in “family
loyalty” than they are to the “money, me grabbing “ culture that we all know is epidemic, is to
immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporation and to withdraw all US forces
not only from Iraq and Afghanistan but each one of the military bases we currently have on
some 130 of the 190 or so designated countries.

Let me now explain in “sum” [sic] detail.

It is highly possible although not certain that I may have “convinced” one of your most ardent
opponents, a tall, in shape, most sensitive human being who I understand multi-tasks rather
well in the kitchen to not only stop “bad mouthing” you but to take the time out of his busy
schedule producing very artistic but relatively small music productions to visit
www.just3ants.com and then when visiting this coming Thursday, June 5th, the flower hill Mall
where my South African surfing buddy, World Champion 1977 Shaun Tomson is conducting a
book signing, and along with his wife who is possibly even more non-confrontational, to simply
ask all the South Africans gathered, not whether they know me which perhaps without
exception they all do, but whether they have heard of my mother Zena which is not exactly a
very Jewish first name.

Mr. President, bear in mind this is going to be one big San Diego SAJAC [South African Jewish
American Community] event because not only are so extraordinarily superficial Jewish South
Africans going to be wanting to touch and most of all be photographed with handsome “hunk”
Shaun but the very last thing those that are cash and land rich, who set the pace around the
world for throwing the biggest and best parties, all the wives, mistresses and girlfriends always all decked out and only competing against themselves thinking like most of US Americans that the world revolves around them having to cluster in groups in order that they constantly feel like big fish regardless of the fact that they are all swimming around mostly in their own so disgustingly polluted DNA; again just look at the so imperfect stooge Hitler who most of all fooled the so very self-absorbed Jewish people throughout the world that somehow he was different to them, shortish, dark haired, dark eyes and very possibly like some 40% of the males in the South African Gevisser family homosexual, want to hear about is the most extraordinary record recording of my mother's entitled, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN that can only be heard on www.just3ants.com that is in the process of a major update that I have yet to give my one American programmer Adam L. Tucker the “green light” to upload given how there are a few things in my highly secretive mother’s bio which may need a little “fine tuning”.

Trust me when I tell you that the instant my mother’s name is mentioned there will be quite the most noticeable audio even though each and every Jewish South African around the world who has heard of my very well-known South African mother has been practicing for such an occasion, very possibly in front of their mirror at home, most likely in private, when no one else is at home, just waiting for the maids day off, most likely.

But I have news for you Mr. President given how I have now for going on 8 years been researching Jewish South Africans reaction to the mentioning of either my or my mother’s name.

Few would argue that I was the closet of all 3 of my elder siblings to my mother who never “played favorites” and like our father never, not for a moment, tolerated any type of politicking that would lead to rudeness that is rampant amongst our children’s generation that is simply a byproduct of the abysmal behavior of their parents who choose very carefully to be non-confrontational so as to avoid disrupting their perfect Normal Rockwell painting little world; white picket fence, big house, big swimming pool, tennis court, 2 dogs, 2 car garage, big enough sofa so that all 4, not to forget the those 2 perfect kids, one boy one girl, who both put on that so very perfect smile for strangers who go, “O my, they are so well behaved, so very thoughtful” enough to have my mother comment, “I want to vomit”.

Zena Badash-Ash always considered herself when living in South African some 30 years an “outsider” and when listening carefully to her timeless good advice, you will notice that Zena doesn’t have the slightest of this so very nauseating, at least to my ears, South African accent that has many an American in particular saying such nice things about our accent until such time of course that they hear how very well and so articulate and so very interesting is my mother.

Oh yes Mr. President you must now listen again at least to both sides of this record that was produced possibly more than 40 years ago, most likely closer to 50.

But to really “get it all down” you have to watch my so gorgeous, so sexy, so tall French-Canadian wife put on her show as she mimics my mother’s words, and Marie Dion Gevisser’s tossing back of the hair, and checking that her slip is not showing, o my God, trust me it is worth you renting Air Force One to bring you to San Diego right now in time for this so gala event at the Flower Hill Mall that is owned today by the brother of one of Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich’s senior Lieutenants, Roy Essakow who has a lot to say when making one real
estate deal after the next using his schlemiel brother Jeffrey as his front, not that Roy has a clue about anything in the world apart from how much his accountant who may be his brother Jeffrey tells him he has in the bank.

Understand, all the San Diego South African Jewish Community know perfectly well is that Roy’s ill-gotten gains that he brought over from Zug, Switzerland when Clinton gave Rich that Presidential Pardon at the 11th hour, is behind Jeffrey’s broad smile but to outsiders they all think Jeffrey is this genius real estate investor; bearing in mind that Jeffrey who is some 3 years older than me, in order to get through Deceased and Insolvent Estates at the University of Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa needed me who was then still in my teens and a very poor academic instructor especially when it came to coaching imbeciles to get through this course that was necessary for Jeffrey to pass in order that he become a South African Chartered Accountant.

Now when you consider that most Chartered Accountants consider American Certified Public Accountants the equivalent of a glorified bookkeeper at best, to think that Jeffery Essakow actually passed this utterly nonsense exam says everything about how easily fooled are the gullible public who are only now finding out not only about untradeable diamond currency but this most common practice of “over and under invoicing” that is part and parcel of how the rich have been allowed thanks to having the biggest gun on their side to trickle down the cost of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid just misinformed.

The ruling elite throughout the world have always understood both the need for US Americans the most gullible of the westerners to have stamped on our currency, IN GOD WE TRUST as well now the efforts to remove such signage as quickly as possible given how the ruling elite’s war-game-plan has run into some very serious problems.

The poor are getting increasingly informed and don’t want to fight so that the filthy rich with Trust-Hush-Funds can all live their over-the-top lifestyles having already created not only their nest eggs around the world but a very carefully thought through escape plan once the pending civil war here in the US takes hold and there will be no turning back.

Now after hearing my mother’s record again, read her memoirs entitled, “LIFE STORY OF ZENA” that again is only available for public viewing on just3ants.com.

You won’t forget how many times Zena uses the word “friends” in her record but not once in her memoirs so very craftily written and broadcast for the first time via email on October 9th, 2001 on the eve of what would have been her and my father’s 53rd wedding anniversary.

Remember both my mother and father Bernie Gevisser are alive, my father living nearby my sister Kathy-Louise in Melbourne, Australia and my mother remarried to Alan Zulman going back and forth between their home in Netanya, Israel and their two homes in the United Kingdom, a bachelor flat in south Kensington, London, a stone’s throw away from the Royal Albert Hall.
and their ever expanding cottage in Wivesliscombe, Somerset a stone’s throw from my eldest brother enclave, and as you know Neil Gevisser while having a so dated and uninteresting website prides himself on living incognito.

Remember, the only person in my immediate family worth paying any attention to right now is Zena and Zena isn’t talking just like when this couple were they to ask this gathering of mostly rich Jewish South Africans and those not rich hoping to get a handout from the very tight Essakow family whose wealth is nothing more than chicken feed when compared to the wealth of other South Africans not to mention these “wannabees” don’t have a clue about the role they have all played in maintaining the “Diamond Invention” that is all about pitting not just families, especially Jewish families against one another but first and foremost members of each one of our immediate families, having them focus all their energies on “one-up-man-ship” rather than ever looking at the big picture, all the while of course, “back at the ranch” these absolutely nothing Jewish South Africans make out like they are so very “cool”, so hard working, so very good business people, the best doctors, the best chefs, the best lovers, the best this and that.

Most of all South African Jewish people are the biggest talkers in the world.

So what in God’s name apart from money is someone like Shaun Tomson doing hanging out with all these crooks who while small time act very much like the Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters mostly gathering intelligence on one another that they use when the time is “right”.

Remember, we are here mostly talking about the fact that I might have won over following great wine and one most extraordinary home cooked vegetarian lasagna one of your most ardent opponents.

Not to mention that the Matriarch of the Essakow family who is closely related to my step-father Alan Zulman is Norma Essakow who is apparently still looking pretty good, very possibly the same age as my mother although Norma could be a few years younger, and closer to Alan Zulman’s age who is 6 years younger.
You may recall that on election day back in November 2000 I made “heavy mention” of how Norma tried to talk me into voting for the Gore-Lieberman presidential ticket, her argument, “We need a Jew in the White House” and when I responded, “What exactly has Lieberman done to help the imbecile American-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard?” while Clinton on the other hand later grants a presidential pardon to Marc Rich who traded with the enemies of Israel immediately following the 1973 Yom Kippur War when in the initial hours the Syrian forces when overrunning the Golan Heights spared no effort when cutting off the genitals of young and green Israeli border soldier and stuffing them in their mouths some while still alive; and yes again what a way to start the fast, naturally, Norma went very quietly and soon hung up which simply had me not only walking some 30 meters to the voting booths from my former residence at 357 Parish lane but pulling out all stops including making contact with all my contacts in the Florida Panhandle that may have contributed significantly to your ultimate victory; bearing in mind that in late 1996, early 1997 I spent quite considerable time in this most important electoral region of the US when visiting with Fred DeLuca who serves as quite the funding source for Obama’s main backer Mr. Rezko.

Notice how things are connecting up rather well.

---

From: Gary S. Gevisser  
[mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]

Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 11:16 AM

To: 'Pamela Nathan'

Cc: 'Adam L Tucker'

Subject: PROCRASTINATORS UNITE - RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC

Pamela,

Know that I am much more than Israeli Military Intelligence trained which you would know even if you have never met a member of either Israeli Military Intelligence or the Mossad, Israel’s intelligence institute, is not exactly “shabby”.

I purposefully made those “mistakes” in order to get you to “reveal” a little bit more about yourself including how very quick you were to not forget to ask for the “money”.

You would know that it is not such much what one says but what one fails to say that counts.

I used the acronym “DAAC” immediately prior to the word, “Nazis” all the while providing you a good deal of information about my father even though there is the possibility you have heard of his good friend Selwyn Lurie whose one daughter lives in these parts and is in most likelihood a “paid up” member of SAJAC.

Suffice to say, I would very much like for you right now to rethink how you could possibly rearrange your schedule before you leave town given how you have already provided me with sufficient “ammunition” to rapidly speed up my “winning formula” to bring about world peace which is very possible within 24 hours; bearing in mind that I know for a fact that “peace” to the great majority of Jewish South Africans is “war” given how again I know for a fact that most of them profit “handsomely” from war.
Try not now to use also the excuse for your “procrastination”, your feeling the need to listen carefully to my mother Zena’s one record, “THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN” that along with her carefully crafted memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena” is only available for public viewing on my one of many websites, www.just3ants.com where you will also come across an ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report.

Time is of the essence.

Ps – I saw a great t-shirt worn this past Sunday on the cliffs of Del Mar by an athletic looking Lily White Wheaty Eater like ourselves, although unlike you he was a male, some 47 years of age. To the left of a graphic showing someone slouched in a very comfortable lounge chair were the words:

Procrastinators unite.
Tomorrow.

From: Pamela Nathan [mailto:PamelaN@crohns.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 10:35 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC

you make me smile
today just won’t work, so sorry.

I do not have asthma - poor research - its my son!
I do not have crohns either - but help many who do
so tell Adam to log on to www.crohns.net and email with any questions
alternate approaches work very well in spite of all the hype from the docs.

is syd cohen - dad to sheldon and glen?
i'm not married, and have 3 kids and 2 grandkids.

Would you like to become a SAJAC member?
you can sign up today! $20 for a single, $40 family
www.sajac.com
Px

In Good Health,
Pamela Nathan
PamelaN@crohns.net

Lose Weight with FucoTHIN  http://www.MakersDietDistributor.com
http://www.Crohns.net
http://StressHelpCenter.com
BTW, my one American programmer, Adam L. Tucker suffers from Crohn's Disease.

From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 9:45 AM  
To: 'Pamela Nathan'  
Subject: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.

Pamela,

Right now just take a very deep breath and then assume you hadn’t been able to lick your severe asthma.

I have done a little research on you, mostly focusing on the fact that in addition to your asthma you came to the States one year after me.

Now assume you had just been told that you have no more than 24 hours to live and that you had absolutely no family, at least no family that you “loved”; i.e. trusted and respected and wanted to use that time very wisely.

You probably haven’t heard of my amazing father Bernie Gevisser who as a kid suffered a little from asthma but on his first dive-bombing run when training to become one extraordinary fighter-bomber-pilot during World Oil War II where he completed some 71 odd missions dive-bombing the crap out the DAAC Nazi bastards, he was completely cured of his asthma which is not to suggest that we now get all the asthmatics in the world to rent a whole bunch of Spitfires which you most likely are unaware of, nor could you care less, were left behind in South Africa when my immediate family’s very close friend South African-Israeli Boris Senior returned to South Africa with instructions from Ben Gurion to both purchase fighter planes as well as recruit the best skilled and experienced Jewish fighter-bomber-pilots such as my father who was most conspicuously absent from Israel’s War of Independence, in spite of the fact that on my father’s 4th mission over the skies of northern Italy he served as “wingman” to Syd Cohen who took over as Commander of Israel’s only fighter squadron, Squadron 101 when Modi Alon was killed.

Not to mention I met with Ben Gurion for the first time on November 1st, 1972 at Sde Boker, some 13 months to the day before he passed away.

I believe that if you are not married, and better yet, have no children of your own you are most likely to take me up on my offer to have lunch with me today; bearing in mind that you could also just like me get run over by a truck well before next week.
From: Pamela Nathan [mailto:PamelaN@crohns.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 9:20 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.

Next week
just refine the whole paragraph a little
salad on the cliffs sounds great
px

Pamela Nathan

Sent with Wireless Sync from Verizon Wireless

----- Original Message -----
From: "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Date: 6/3/08 8:59 am
To: "Pamela Nathan" <PamelaN@crohns.net>
Subj: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.
I would start out repeating that exact same question although you might be able to help me phrase it better?

What are you doing for lunch? I could have sandwiches/salad brought in to our cliff house here in Del Mar.

When are you returning?

From: Pamela Nathan [mailto:PamelaN@crohns.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 8:45 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.

I am going out of town tomorrow
send a brief email of precisely what you'd like to say we can connect when I return
px

Pamela Nathan

Sent with Wireless Sync from Verizon Wireless

----- Original Message -----
From: "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Date: 6/3/08 8:41 am
To: "Pamela Nathan" <PamelaN@crohns.net>
Subj: RE: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.
Pamela,
You may have heard of a most fascinating non-fiction internet only book, The Diamond Invention written by Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein who is also an investigative reporter and still writes editorials for newspapers like the WSJ.

The hyperlink above takes you to Chapter 9, entitled, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER.

My forthcoming book "picks up" where The Diamond Invention leaves off.

I would like to convene a focus group of SAJAC members and have them help me explain how apart from us having this expression, "If there wasn't a black problem in South Africa there would be a Jewish problem" we, who are encouraged to question, never questioned where did Hitler not only get his diamonds to make the necessary precision tooling for his one-of-kind, but not so kind to us Jewish people, military machine but what became of those diamonds that were not also used to finance our Holocaust.

Would you like to meet?

BTW do you have Crohn's disease?

Gary

Ps - Are you going to be at Shaun Tomson's book signing this Thursday, I believe, at the Flower Hill Mall?

--- Original Message ---
From: "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Date: 6/3/08 6:41 am
To: "pamela@sajac.com" <pamela@sajac.com>
Subj: I would like to find out more about SAJAC.

I had just earlier sent a message through your website that I would like to contact all members of SAJAC to get their opinions about my forthcoming book, THE HISTORY OF MONEY CREATION AND ITS FUTURE! before it goes to book
print. Can you assist?

Thank you for your consideration.

Gary S. Gevisser